Abstract. Three new algorithms Vsep, exact (Vsep-e) and heuristic for determining the generators, orbits and order of an undirected graph automorphism group (GAG) are presented. A basic tool of these algorithms is the adjacency refinement procedure that gives finer output partition on a given input partition of graph vertices. The refinement procedure is a simple iterative algorithm based on the criterion of relative degree of a vertex toward a basic cell in the partition. A search tree (denoted ST) is used in the algorithms -each node of the tree is a partition. A non-singleton cell with maximum partitioning ability is selected in this partition. The partition of a given node of the tree is obtained from the parentnode partition by setting in a separate cell a vertex in the selected cell (called individualization). For this vertex is determined that it is not similar to a previous vertex in the cell till the moment of the selection. Then, a refinement follows. This process of individualization and refinement (denoted as IR procedure) continues until a discrete partition is obtained. Then, a move back to the parent-partition follows. A move back takes place also after the whole selected cell of a given selection level has been traversed. That way a tower of finer partitions on every path of the search tree is obtained. The initial partition that is a result of a refinement of the input partition is at the top of the tower (root of the tree). The algorithm stops when the whole selected cell of the root of the tree has been traversed. All nonequivalent discreet partitions derivative of the selected vertices called a "bouquet" are stored in a coded form in a hash table in order to reduce the necessary storage -this is a main difference of Vsep with the known GAG algorithms. The proposed algorithms have polynomial time and space complexity for a class of undirected connected graphs called Class6. Graphs from this class satisfy certain requirements. Large set of graphs including the graphs of the projective planes hold these requirements. A new strategy (novelty in Vsep) is used in the exact algorithm: if during its execution some of the searched or intermediate variables obtain a wrong value then the algorithm continues from a new start point losing some of the results determined so far. The new start point is such that the correct results can be obtained. The proposed algorithms has been tested on the nauy&Traces benchmark graphs and compared with Traces, and the results show that "Vsep-e" has graph families that are best cases for it and worst cases for Traces and vice versa. The heuristic versions of Vsep are based on determining some number of discreet partitions derivative of each vertex in the selected cell of the initial partition and comparing them for an automorphism, i.e. their search trees are reduced. The heuristic algorithms are almost exact and are many times faster than the exact one. The experimental tests exhibit that the worst-cases running time of the exact algorithm is exponential but it is polynomial for the heuristic algorithms. Several cell selectors are used in Vsep, some of them are known and some are new. We also use a chooser of cell selector (another novelty of Vsep) for choosing the optimal cell selector for the manipulated graph! The proposed heuristic Vsep algorithms use two main heuristic procedures (Fork, FRST -novelty of Vsep) that generate two different forests of search trees.
Introduction
We assume some familiarity with the basics in the design and analysis of algorithms [1, 2, 3] , combinatorial algorithms [4, 5] , graph theory and group theory [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] . We consider simple finite undirected graphs (without loops and multiple edges). The graph is denoted by G(V,E), where : V={1,2,3, . . . ,n} is the set of vertices and E -the set of edges (v, w), where v, w  V. If G is not the only graph under consideration, then V and E are denoted by V(G) and E(G), respectively. The number |E| of the edges of G we denote by k, k=O(n 2 ). Our algorithms are applicable to any undirected graph but for the class of graphs, denoted by CLASS6, the exact algorithm has polynomial time and space complexity. This class contains any undirected connected graph that: a) requires maximum 6 selections from the starting partition to obtain the final discrete partition and b) its number of edges are less or equal to half number of edges of the complete graph with the same number of vertices. Our algorithms are applicable also for disconnected graphs but for them there is more efficient algorithm we do not describe here. The set of all vertices adjacent to a vertex x are denoted by Adj(x). We use a static list representation of a graph (by two static arrays) because of its least required storage and fastest operation of finding all adjacent vertices of a given vertex compared with the adjacency matrix and the dynamic list representation. An isomorphism f [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] between two graphs G 1 (V 1 , E 1 ) and G 2 (V 2 ,E 2 ) is called one-toone correspondence (mapping) y i = f(x i ) between the vertices of the graphs (x i V 1 , y i V 2 , i=1,2,...,n, n=|V 1 |=|V 2 |) such that two adjacent (nonadjacent) vertices from one of the graphs correspond to two adjacent (nonadjacent) vertices from the another graph, i. e. every edge (non-edge) (p, q ) from graph G 1 corresponds to an edge (non-edge) (f(p),f(q)) from graph G 2 and vice versa. So, the isomorphism preserves the adjacency relation of vertices -this kind of bijection is commonly called "edge-preserving bijection". Two graphs G 1 and G 2 are called isomorphic (G 1 G 2 ) if there is at least one isomorphism between them. Otherwise they are non-isomorphic. An automorphism [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] of a graph is an isomorphism of the graph onto itself. Or, an automorphism h of graph G(V,E) is called one-to-one correspondence y i =h(x i ) between the vertices of the graph (x i ,y i V, i=1,2,...,n) that preserves the adjacency of the vertices, i. e. there is unique corresponding edge (non-edge) (h(p),h(q))E to each edge (non-edge) (p,q)E. A fixed point x of an automorphism h is called a vertex x for which x = h(x). Trivial automorphism is an automorphism h 0 if each its vertex is a fixed point, x i =h 0 (x i ), i=1,2,...,n and a non-trivial automorphism is an automorphism for which there is at least one pair of vertices x,y such that y=h(x)x. Two vertices x i and y i in the a graph G(V,E) are called similar (or symmetric) [7, 8] (П а ). The automorphism can be presented by n! pairs of rows each row being derived from the other by transposing the positions of the pairs of corresponding vertices. The corresponding pairs of vertices can be set on to any place of the rows, but it is possible the place to depend on the sorting criterion which does not depend on the vertex labeling. Each automorphism can be written uniquely only with the permutation П b if we assume that П a = 1, 2, 3, … n. Even a simpler notation called cycle notation [10] is often used. In a cycle (x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x i , x i+1 , . . . ,x p ) x i maps to x i+1 , 1  i  p-1 and x p maps to x 1 . For example, h= (1, 8) (2, 6 ,3,7)(4,5) = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 6 7 5 4 3 2 1 Any automorphism can be written as the product of disjoint cycles and the product is unique up to the order of the cycles [10] . The cycles of length 1 are omitted. The operation function composition (or superposition) [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . This operation is usually called multiplication and is denoted by juxtaposition γ=.. The set of all automorphisms of a given graph G(V,E) form a graph automorphism group (under the operation function composition of automorphisms) denoted Aut(G), shortly A(G) or A [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12] . The trivial automorphism is the identity of the group -we denote it by I. The number of the automorphisms in A(G), |Aut(G)|, is called an order of the automorphism group. An order of an automorphism is the order of the cyclic group generated by this automorphism. If the automorphism is written in cycle form then its order is the least common multiple of the cycle lengths [10] . The subset gen(А)А, denoted gen(А) or <g 1 ,g 2 ,...,g d >, is called a generating set [4, 5, 6, 10, 12] of the automorphism group if every automorphism hA can be written as a finite product of elements ) ( , [4, 10, 12] is the subgroup of the automorphism group A that contains only the automorphisms with fixed points х 1 ,х 2 ,...,х i . There is a theorem called orbit-stabilizer theorem [4, 7, 8, 9] for computing the order |A| of the automorphism group of graph G(V,E). We denote it theorem 'O-S'. The theorem claims that
The graph isomorphism related problems (graph isomorphism itself, GOO(Aut(G))), subgraph isomorphism, largest common subgraph, graph certificate and canonization of a graph) arise in such fields as mathematics, chemistry, information retrieval, linguistics, logistics, switching theory, bioinformatics, and network theory [5, 17] . Our goal is to develop exact and heuristic algorithms for determining GOO(Aut(G)), i.e. to solve the three problems by one algorithm with time complexity as lower as possible, possibly polynomial. In addition, our requirements to the heuristic algorithms are to give results equal to the results of the exact algorithm with the probability close to 1. As the following text and all experiments show we achieved the goal. The proposed exact algorithm is with the polynomial time complexity for any connected graph which number of edges is less or equal to the half number of edges of the complete graph, i.e. if the graph belongs to the family Class6. There are many heuristic algorithms for the graph isomorphism problem [18] [19] [20] [21] . We propose two new heuristic algorithms (Vsep-H1, Vsep-h2) for GOO(Aut(G)) with much lower polynomial time complexity than the exact one and the experiments show that they are many times faster than the exact algorithm even for difficult graphs with different sizes and gave correct results for all graphs we run. The heuristic algorithms are very fast and even for large graphs takes at most several minutes. The algorithm Vsep-H1 can be used independently but we use it as one of the first steps in the exact algorithm to determine a representative of one of the smallest orbits of Aut(G) as a starting selected vertex -this way we speed up the exact algorithm and reduce the required storage. One of the main differences between this article and the previous one [45] is the absence of the conjecture -firstly B. McKay pointed me counter examples in a private communication. There are many counter examples also in [41] -all graphs with LMAX > 6 when applying the algorithm on them. 
Partitions and the refinement procedure

. , C p, are called cells (classes, blocks).
We denote the number of the cells in a partition П by |П|. Two cells are called adjacent if there is at least one edge between their vertices, i.e. cells C i ,C j  П are adjacent if there is at least one edge (x,y), x C i , y C j . A cell with cardinality one is called trivial (or singleton) . The vertex of such a cell is said to be fixed by П or it is called a fixed point of П. By NC(x, П) we denote the index of the cell C of П that contains vertex x, i. e. x  C. The position (index) of a vertex x in the partition (or in the cell) we denote by pos(x). The relative degree ρ(x,C i ) of a vertex хС i toward a cell С i is equal to the number of vertices of cell С i adjacent to vertex x. We denote by ν(x, П) a cell-degree vector defined as ν(x, П)=( ρ(x,C i ), i=1,…,p) -it is a vector whose components are the relative degrees of x to each cell in П. We say that the partition П 2 is finer than П 1 , written П 2 ≤ П 1 , if for every cell C i  П 2 there exists a cell C i  П 1 such that С i C j. In order to get a finer partition П 2 =D 1 D 2 ...D q when given П 1 =С 1 С 2 ...С р , a refinement procedure (RP, П 2 = RP(П 1 )) is used, that assign to each vertex х V a sorting criterion according to which the vertices of each class С i П 1 are sorted out in increasing or decreasing order of their criterions [4, 5, 12] .
Often a sorting criterion is the relative degree ρ(x,W) of any vertex х П toward some cell WΠ. . The refinement procedure that uses this criterion is called adjacency refinement procedure. We use only this version of the procedure. Example of another criterion for sorting is the number of the subgraphs of a given type (for example a triangle) that contain vertex x. Two partitions Π1 and Π2 of the vertices of graph G(V,E) are called compatible [40] if: (1) |Π1| = |Π2 |= m; (2) if Π1 = W 1 W 2 …W m and Π2 = U 1 U 2 …U m , then for all i ϵ [1:m], |Wi| = |Ui|; (3) for all x,y ϵ V, NC(x,Π1) = NC(y,Π2) implies ν(x,Π1) = ν(y,Π2). [12] . This is a subgroup of Aut(G) such that each automorphism αAut(G) belongs to Aut(G, П) if to any vertex x of any cell of П corresponds a vertex y=α(x) from the same cell. The orbits of A(G, П) are subsets of the cells of П as we'll see below. If П= П u then A(G, П u ) = Aut(G). Algorithms for determining the graph automorphisms and isomorphisms use very often the refinement procedure -each cell of its output partition contains at least one orbit of a graph automorphism group or its stabilizer. It is still not known a refinement algorithm that gives output partition each cell of which coincides with an orbit (orbital partition or automorphism partition) [17] on unit input partition. There are two versions of the refinement algorithm when the sorting criterion is the relative vertex degree rdg(x, C i ) -with vectors or with a base cell. In the vector refinement algorithm to each vertex x is assigned a characteristic vector V(x) whose length is equal to the number of the partition cells and its i-th component V i (x) is equal to rdg(x, C i ). The sorting is being made for each cell until it reaches a partition in which no cell can be divided into subcells. The RP with a base cell sorts (counting sort [1, 2] ) the vertices of any cell C j according to their relative degree rdg(x,i) toward a selected base cell C i . Again, the sorting continues until it reaches a partition П 2 in which there is no cell that can be divided into subcells toward any base cell -such partition is called stable (equitable) [4, 12] : it holds the property П 1 =RP(П 1 ). Vertices in every cell of the stable partition have the same sorting criterion -in our case, the same relative degree toward each cell. The base cell refinement algorithm (developed by the author) has time complexity О(к.log n), where k and n are respectively the number of edges and the number of vertices of the graph [22, 23] and its tests show many times faster performance than the vector refinement algorithm. The vector refinement algorithm has a considerably worse time complexity because it uses general sorting algorithms with the complex comparison operation of vectors. The base cell refinement algorithm RPB ( fig.1 ) uses the counting sort that has a linear time complexity and does not use a comparison operation -it sorts integers (the relative degree of the vertices) within the range 0 to some integer. In our algorithms for GOO(Aut(G)) we use only the adjacency refinement procedure with a base cell (Fig.1) [23] . It differs from the known refinement algorithms [4, 12, 17] in the way the base cell is selected -after the current base cell ends sorting the adjacent cells as a new base cell is selected the first new smallest subcell and if there is no such subcell the label of the new base cell is taken from the queue -the first cell label in the queue. There is another version RPB1 of the refinement algorithm with base cell -it always takes the new base cell from the queue.
The individualization-refinement procedure (denoted IR), used in the known GA algorithms, has two steps: individualization and refinement. Given an equitable partition π and a vertex x at the individualization step a new partition π 1 is obtained: the cell C(x) of π with index i is divided into 2 subcells:{x}-the first subcell, with index i and the second subcell {C(x)\{x}} with index i+1, other cells of π are not changed. At the refinement step the partition π 1 is refined with the refinement procedure RP obtaining a new equitable partition π 2 =RP(π1) finer than π 1 . Given a partition π and a vertex x we denote by IR(π,x) the resulting partition from the application of IR on π and x. Cells in our algorithms are not consecutively labeled by 1, 2, … . The label NC(C j ,П) of a cell C j in a partition П is determined by
, i. e. the label of the cell C i (respectively of each of its vertices ) is the first vertex index in the cell, or it is greater by 1 than the number of the vertices in all cells preceding C i in the partition. NC(х,П) denotes the label of the cell that contains vertex x. This way of labeling is time saving because changing the labels of a given cell does not cause change of the labels 
The edges of a trivial cell adjacent to the cell C whose channel is determined are excluded from its channel, i.e. from ChC(C A channel graph of a partition П (ChG) is an weighted graph with loops: each vertex of ChG corresponds uniquely to a cell of Π and its weight is the channel of the cell; each edge of ChG corresponds to a channel of the corresponding cells of Π and the weight of this edge is equal to the weight of this channel. Similar notion is a quotient graph in [44] .
Selected non-trivial cell, SC(П), of a partition П is the cell C j , | C j |>1, that is selected by a defined criterion (often it is called target cell, for example in [12] ). The procedure that finds the target cell is called cell selector. The selection of the target cell has strong influence on the search tree size (see the next section) and consequently, on the running time of the GA algorithms. In algorithms Vsep, at given an equitable partition π we use the following 7 cell selectors: 1. CSL-1 (LCL_MAC in Vsep): (a) it selects the nontrivial cell C of π with maximal number of adjacent non-trivially joined cells to C, and (b) if there are several such cells it selects the first one of the smallest size; 2. CSL-2 (LCL_MAC1 in Vsep): it differs from (1) only in (b) selecting the first cell with largest size.
3. CSL-3 (ICLMXBRCL in Vsep): it selects the first non-trivial cell C with maximal number of cells of the derived partition π(x), xϵπ, obtained after IR. 4. CSL-4 (NINK in Vsep): it selects the nontrivial cell C of π with largest channel degree. 5. CSL-5 (NINK1 in Vsep): it selects the first nontrivial cell C of π with the smallest vector of relative degrees of C to other cells -the vector is considered as a number with leftist least significant digit. 6. CSL-6 (NINK2 in Vsep): as CSL-5 but the components of the vector are relative channel degrees. 7. CSL-7 (NINK3 in Vsep): (a) firstly it finds the channel graph (weighted) of π. (b) then it sorts the cells of the channel graph by their channel degrees and selects the cell with largest channel degree if it is unique; (c) if it is not unique it refines the channel graph and selects the rightmost cell of the partition. The refinement is done by the procedure RPB1 that differs from the one of fig.1 in the way of selecting the basic cell -it always takes the basic cell from the queue. To select the optimal cell selector we use a cell selector chooser (CSLCh) -it chooses the cell selector by three criteria: the smallest maximal level LMAX of the first path in the search tree., the smallest production of the sizes of all target cells of the first path in the search tree and the smallest production of the numbers of the cells of all partitions on the first path in the search tree.
The partitions in the developed algorithms can be: The output partition of RP could be:  discrete (finite), when each of its cells is trivial -|C j |=1, j=1,2,...,n. We call it a numbering having in mind that in fact it's a permutation that can be viewed as a graph vertices renumbering -vertex i corresponds to vertex x that is on the position i in the partition;
 intermediate (non-discrete), when it contains at least one non-trivial cell С j , |C j |>1, 1  j  n.
The following theorem holds for the RP. This theorem is equivalent to the Theorem 7.1 in [4] -for equivalent partitions under an isomorphism of two graphs and the statement that the RP is invariant under an automorphism [17] . This is the reason for not giving here the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 1
is selected -this is the first orbits vertex met during the traversal of the SC(П L ). This way of a selection of vertices is used in the algorithms Vsep. It is based on the theorems proved below. The reduced search tree used in the algorithms Vsep is not explicitly presented in the algorithm -only the partitions of the path from the root to the current П L are stored, i.e., the sequence П 1 , . . . , П L .
Algorithm A2 for generating the full search tree
Algorithm A2 (Fig. 3 ) generates all partitions of the search tree on a given partition П of graph G(V,E) and the selection of a vertex Х 1  SC(L) of the initial partition П 1 = П. 
determine SC(П L ) by the cell selector; Х L :=first vertex in the SC(П L ) 8: else 9:
repeat{ C2: loop of the backward move} 10:
L:=L-1; 11:
if L=1 then return; 12:
until Х L ≠ 0; 14: endif 15: enddo 
, the bouquet of a selected vertex х L is included in the bouquets of all preceding selected vertices. Proof Let we consider two executions (labeled I and II) of the algorithm A1 for graph G(V, E) with starting input partition П. The first j-1 selections а 1 , а 2 , ... , а j-1 are equal for both executions and the resulting partitions are equal to П j . Under the conditions of the theorem, there are vertices p, q=f(p) in the cell SC (П j ). Let the j th selection be p in the first execution, and the j th selection be q in the second execution, i.e. the obtained partitions are: for execution I -П I =П(а 1 , а 2 , ..., а j-1 , p), for execution II -П II =П( а 1 , а 2 , ..., а j-1 , q), for which the conditions of Theorem 2 hold: а i =f(а i ) for i = 1, 2, ..., j-1 and q=f(p). Therefore, according to Theorem 2, the similar vertices are in cells with the same label, and thus the vertex а j+1 in SC (П I ) will correspond to the vertex b j+1 = f(а j+1 ) in SC (П II ).So, the selection а j+1 is possible in execution I and the selection b j+1 = f(а j+1 ) is also possible in execution II. The conditions of Theorem 2 also hold for these selections and at the (j+2) th selection similar vertices can be selected again, i. e. а j+2 , in the execution I and b j+2 = f(а j+2 ) in the execution II. This process continues until the last selections а LК-1 , b LК-1 =f(а LК-1 ) in both executions have been done -after these selections the partitions will be discrete. This means that each numbering П(а 1 , а 2 , ..., а j-1 , p, а j+1 , а j+2 , ..., а LК-1 )= |x 1 
Theorem 2 Given a graph G(V,E), a partition П on V, an automorphism fAut(G, П), NC(x,П) = NC(y,П) for each pair x, y=f(x) (a property-equal cell labels for each pair of similar vertices), two partitions П
L =П(а 1 , а 2 , . . . , а L-1 ), Р L =Р(b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b L-1 )
Theorem 3 Given a graph G(V,E), n=|V|, an automorphism fAut(G) with
., а j-1 , q), do not find new automorphisms (new similar vertices). Consequently, it is not necessary to determine them if we preliminarily know the discrete partitions of type П′ -successors of the partition П(а 1 , а 2 , ..., а j-1 , p).
Corollary 2 of Theorem 3 The bouquets of two similar vertices in a given SC(П L ) are of the same size.
This statement is obvious because to each numbering of the one bouquet uniquely corresponds a numbering of the other bouquet. 
Corollary 4 of Theorem 3 The bouquet B(L, X) contains all bouquets derived from each representitave of an orbit in SC(П L+1 ).
Important conclusions follow from Theorem 3 and its corollaries. There are three possibilities to determine whether two vertices X and Y in SC(П L ) are similar under A(x 1 , . . . ,x L-1 ): (a) The bouquet B(L, X) of the vertex X should be stored and for the vertex Y we should generate only one numbering and compare it with the numberingsB(L, X) -this version is used in algorithm Vsep-e. (b) One numbering should be stored for vertex X and the whole bouquet for vertex Y should be generated. This version is used in Nauty [12] and in the most of the known algorithms; (c) Two bouquets В(L, X) and В(L, Y) are partially generated and their numberings are compared for determining an automorphism (with a certain probability) that maps X to Y. This probability might be near to 1 if we choose an appropriate selection of the bouquets size. This is the basis for the heuristic algorithms described in Section 5. Let's compare versions (a) and (b) ( Table 1) . Let m=|B(L, X)| and let's consider that the numberings of the bouquets are stored in a hash table with a maximum number c of collisions of some hash function (characteristic of the numbering) we'll explain below. Let's also consider the worst-case -a rigid regular graph for L=1 and |SC(П 1 )|=q -in this case all vertices in SC(П 1 ) are not similar each other. This is the worst-case since: (i) for L=1 the bouquets have the larger size than the bouquets for L>1 and (ii) the bouquets for rigid graphs are full -each vertex at each level is selected. The advantage of version (b) is a low storage -only one numbering is stored and the disadvantage of version (a) is the large required storage -the whole bouquet of size m for the first vertex x 1  SC(П 1 ) is stored. Version (a) is faster since the number of the generated numberings is smaller: NG=m+q-1. In this case the bouquet of the first vertex Table 1 Examples:  Graph A29_1 (rigid regular graph from [24] ):n=29, m=14 (this size is for each vertex in SC(П 1 ), q=n=29; NG(a)=m+q-1=42, NG(b)=q.m=29.14=406 (in the brackets is the number of the version). We see the big difference between the numbers of generated numberings of the two versions. 
The exact algorithm Vsep-e 4.1. Basics of the algorithm
We need the following theorem for the reasoning of the algorithm Vsep-e. = is i=m and consequently
Theorem 4 Given: A=Aut(G(V,E)), an orbit
Theorem 4 gives us the idea how to find the generators of a group if we know an orbit Q of the group and the generators of a stabilizer of a representative x 1 of this orbit. This is done by traversing the orbit step by step. At each step we find one new generator of a new subgroup of A knowing the generators and the orbits of the previous subgrpoup of A. Before the first step the previous subgroup is equal to A(x 1 ) with its orbits and generators. Visiting each vertex x of the orbit, xx 1 , we select x only if x is not similar to x 1 under the previous subgroup. Thus a new automorphism-generator that maps x to x 1 and new orbits for a new subgroup are found. The new subgroup is a proper supergroup of the previous subgroup. Let us consider the orbit Q as an ordered set whose first vertex is x 1 and let i(x) denote the position of vertex x in the orbit Q. At each step the generators, orbits and order of the current group A (subgroup of A) are defined by the position of the selected vertex x, i.e. by the subset S(i(x)) of the orbit including the vertices from the beginning of the orbit to the x. S(i(x)) is the subset of the visited vertices. This process stops when the orbit of x 1 under the new subgroup becomes equal to the given orbit Q. The described process is presented in Table 2 . The selected vertex x i , i=2, . . . ,m is the first vertex after x i-1 in Q that is not similar to 1 is not similar to x 1 under the current group but according to Theorem 3 to determine this generator we should know the bouquet B(x 1 ) and one numbering derivative of x and to compare them. Knowing the partition П 1 and SC(П 1 ) according to Theorem 4 to traverse the orbit Q we should traverse the SC(П 1 ). Thus, we come to the idea of the Algorithm A3 (Fig. 4 Table 2 According to Theorem 3 and 4 we'll determine GOO(A) and the bouquet of each representative of an orbit 
Algorithm A3 can be applied for determining any GOO(A(X L-1 )) and B(X L-1 ), L=1, . . . , LK under the following requirements:
R2. The position of the vertex
is such that it has no similar vertices under A(X L-1 )) with a position before it. This means that )) compare the numbering n1 with the numberings of the BFRPO(x); 7.
if n1 is equivalent to some numbering from BFRPO(x), i.e. there is new automorphism  mapping x to some vertex from FRPO(x) then 8.
gen ( else {n1 is not equivalent to any numbering from BFRPO(x), i.e. there is no new automorphism mapping x to some vertex from FRPO(x)} 10.
build the search tree ST(x) for determining GOO(A(x)) and the bouquet B(x) 11.
end; {if} 12. enddo After the application of A3 to П LK-1 we have determined correctly B(x LK-2 ) and gen(A(x LK-2 )), the orbits and the order of A(x LK-2 ). Then, A3 can be applied to П LK-2 , i.e., a backward move is done from LK-1 to LK-2. Thus, applying A3 to the series П LK-1 , П LK-2 , . . . , П 2 , П 1 we can determine GOO(A). The lowest level to which a backward move has been made we denote by LMIN, i.e., LMIN is the level for which we determine GOO(A (X LMIN-1 ) ). In Algorithm A3 the process of the backward moves is not included and the instruction 10 is not revealed. All this is taken into account in the algorithms PART1 and PART2 ( Fig. 6 and 7, respectively) called from the main algorithm Vsep-e (Fig. 5 ) that determines GOO(A) of the partition-wise stabilizer A=Aut(G, П) given a graph G(V,E) and the input partition П on V. S3. Before calling PART1 and PART2 the algorithm Vsep-e determines (step S2) the orbits of A by the heuristic algorithm HEURAUT and select X 1  SC(П 1 ) as a representative of one of the smallest orbit of the vertices in SC(П 1 ). Experimental tests (Table 3) show with very rare exceptions that if the staring vertex X 1 is a representative of one of the smallest orbit of A then the size of the bouquet B(X 1 ) built by PART1 is the smallest and the running time is minimal. There are two exceptions from this rule in the table: X 1 =53 and 534; X 1 =539 and 273 for the graph DSFP. The algorithm PART1 (Fig. 6 , the first part of the algorithm Vsep-e, line S4 in Fig. 5 ) can be considered as an application of the algorithm A3 with added the backward moves and revealed instruction 10 -all 398  155988  192  235  127512  80  15  46116  12  542  14232  5  539  6264  1  273  2856  Table 3 above requirements are implemented in it. The algorithm PART1 determines GOO(A(x 1 ) and B(x 1 ) given П 1 , SC(П 1 ) and x 1 SC(П 1 ). The algorithm PART2 (the second part of the algorithm Vsep-e, line S5 in Fig. 5 ) determines GOO(A) given GOO(A(x 1 ) and B(x 1 ) obtained from the algorithm PART1. The algorithm PART2 can be considered also as an application of the Algorithm A3 to the partition П 1 with replacing the instruction 10 by determining one derivative numbering П LK of each selected vertex xSC(П 1 ) if x is not similar to x 1 under the current A. The algorithm PART2 may be also considered as a direct application of theorems 3 and 4 and its correctness follows from this -all requirements R1 to R4 hold. At the start GOO(Aut(G):= GOO(Aut(G,x1)). We select (line B2) each vertex x in SC(П 1 ) that is not similar to x1 under the current Aut(G) and we compare (line B5) the first numbering LK  derived from the selection x (line B4) with the numberingsB(x1). If there is an automorphism  between some numberingB(x1) and LK  then  is a generator for A since it unites the orbits of x and x1. In both cases (existence or nonexistence of ) we continue traversing SC(П 1 ) until its end. When the traversal of SC(П 1 ) completes, the generators and the orbits of A are determined and we apply the 'orbit-stabilizer' theorem for determining |A|=|Orb(x1, A)|.| A(x1)| (line B3). We'll describe the algorithm PART1 considering an intermediate state of the search tree ST (Fig. 5) being build by the algorithm during its execution. The series of partitions П L , L=2, . . . , LK-1 can be divided into three intervals: the first is from П 1 to П LMIN-1 , the second -from П LMIN to П LP and the third -from П LP+1 to П LK-1 . The search tree is built in a preorder: first visiting the root (a partition П L ) and then its subtrees (the partitions П L+1 derived from each selected vertex) in a defined order. Let us give some formulae about the bouquets and the stabilizers in the search tree ST (Fig. 4) 
is the generating set of the current stabilizer )
is the generating set of the stabilizer ) (
is the set of the mutual generators of A(x L ) and )) ( (
. The values of the following variables for the search tree in Let's now describe the algorithm PART1. It calls the algorithms SFM1 (Fig. 8) and COMP (Fig. 11) . At the start all of the searched variables are not known and for each partition П L , L=2, . . . , LK-1 we select the first vertex X L SC(П L ) and obtain the partition П L+1 , i.e. the only action we do is a forward move (line I1) until a discrete П LK is obtained. Thus, the conditions R1 to R4 hold for only for П LK-1 .Let's now consider the above requirements R1 to R4 for determining GOO(A(X LP-1 ))=GOO (A(x 1 , , If there is an automorphism  then, it is a generator: gen(A(X LP-1 )):=gen(A(X LP-1 )){} and the orbits and the order of A(X LP-1 ) are recomputed. It is a generator also for A(X 1 ): gen(A(X 1 )):=gen(A(X 1 )){} and the orbits and the order of A(X 1 ) are recomputed. If there is no  mapping x to a vertexFRPO(X) then a move back to LK-1 follows. This way the building of the tree ST(x) starts from LK-1 performing the step A1 to SC(П LK-1 ). ST(x) is necessary since it determines the bouquet B(x) that belongs to B(X LP-1 ). After ST(x) has been built we continue with a selection of a new vertex in SC(LP) applying the step A1 to SC(П LP ). The search tree is built in preorder traversal: first visiting the root (a partition П LP ) and then its subtrees (the partitions П LP+1 derived from each selected vertex) in a defined order. For the selected vertex X LP (line I3 -the start of ST(X LP ) building) by SFM1 (line I5) is built the first (leftmost) tree ST(X LP+1 ), ST(X LP+2 ), . . . , ST(X LK-1 ) for each previous subtree. Each of these subtrees is built in backward order. When the subtree ST(X LP+1 ) has been built then the building of the subtree for the next selected vertex X LP+1 starts (X LP+1 should hold the requirements). When there is no selected vertex X LP+1 then a backward move LP+1 to LP is made -this means that the ST(X LP ) is built. If LP=1 the algorithm stops.
Cases CS1 and CS3
Let us consider the cases when the numbering П LK (Fig. 4) does not form an automorphism with any numbering BFRPO(П LP ). Knowing that |A(X LP-1 )| is correct and supposing that each orbit Orb(X L , A(X L-1 )) for L=LP, . . . , LK-1 is also correct, and applying the Theorem 'O-S' we obtain Fig. 6 ) ) Fig. 6 ) ) Fig. 10 . Algorithm SFM1A (instruction B4 of algorithm PART2 (Fig. 9 ) )
Input: Graph G(V,E) and a partition
We call the set W 'computed orbit' to distinguish it from the real orbit U=Orb(X L , A(X L )).
The following relation holds (Fig. 8 ) called from the instruction I5 of PART1. If the sign in (4.2.1.3) is = (i.e., the real and the computed orbit are equal), then we call the orbit Orb(x L , A(x L-1 )) separated. If the sign in (4.2.1.3) is  , then, obviously, W=UR, |R|>1, i.e., W (and R) include vertices that belong to SC(П L ) but are not similar to X L under A(X L-1 ). It can be proved that when W contains some vertex, then it contains the whole orbit of this vertex under A(X L-1 ). Thus, W can be considered as an union of orbits of A(X L-1 ). We call this case non-separation of orbits (denoted by NSO) and the orbit U is called non-separated (non-partitioned). Since the representatives of the orbits belonging to R are not known we can not select them during the traversal of the SC(П L ). Thus, the search tree of such a vertex cannot be built and its bouquet will not be determined. This is an unallowable error since these bouquets belong to B(X L-1 ), B(X L-2 ), . . . , B(X 1 ) and they are needed (as we know from Algorithm A3) for determining GOO(A(X L-2 )), GOO(A(X L-3 )), . . . , GOO(A(X 1 )). If there is only one partition with non-separated orbit, then the sign in (4.2.1.4) is <, since the length of the computed orbit is greater or equal to the length of the real orbit -this is the condition to detect the presence of NSO. We call this case CS3. If there is no NSO in any partition, i.e. each computed orbit is equal to the real one, then the sign in (4.2.1.4) is = and the case is denoted by CS1. If the case is CS1, then at the exit of the algorithm COMP (line I6 in PART1) the invariant holds for LP=LK-1: only LP is changed, LMIN remains the same. When the case is CS3 we loose GOO(X LMIN-1 ) determined so far and the algorithm continues with a new top point: LP=LK-1, LMIN=LP, X LMIN = X LK-1 is the first vertex in SC(LK-1) and A(X LMIN-1 )={I}, i.e., each vertex is put into a separate orbit. Obviously, the invariant holds for the case CS3. The operations in the case CS3 may be considered as an error correction of the incorrect orbits of some A(X L-1 ) determined by the moment since the algorithm interrupts its current execution and starts from the new top point for finding the correct orbits of A(X L-1 ) and the bouquet В(Х L-1 ) . (Fig. 7)) 
Cases CS2 and CS4
Let's consider the cases when there is an automorphism  mapping X LP to some vertex U LP FRPO(X LP ), i.e. the numbering П LK forms an automorphism  with some numberingB(U LP ), X LP =α(U LP ). Then, there is a possibility of NSO for some orbits of vertices of the current path for the levels LMIN+1  L  LP: we denote by CS2 the case when there is no NSO and by CS4 the case when there is at least one case of NSO in this interval. (CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4) (Fig.14 ) : graph G=B52 (Mathon [24] ), regular graph, n=52, degree=25, |Aut(G)|=12, Orbit lengths: 2*2+4*6+2*12; Orbits: (4, 30) (40, 6, 49, 45, 5, 1, 27, 31, 19, 23, 32, 14) . We show in Fig.14 only the subtrees of the selections (4,11), (4, 13) , (4, 14) and (4, 24) of the search tree. The first selected vertex in П 1 =|1,2, . . . ,52| is the vertex 4 since it is from one of the smallest orbits -the orbits are found by the heuristic algorithm. We start the consideration from the selections (4,11,51) -this is the numbering n52: it is not equivalent to any numbering from B(4,2), B(4,3), B(4,10). Before these selections there were determined the bouquets of the representatives B(4,2), |B(4,2)|=9, B(4,3), |B(4,3)|=37, B(4,10), |B(4,10)|=15, i.e., totally 51 nonequivalent numberings. These bouquets are derivatives of FRPO of the set {2, 3, 7, 9, 10} -these vertices precede the selected vertex 11 in SC(П 2 ), П 2 =П(4). There is no bouquets for the vertices 7 and 9 since they are similar to previous vertices in SC(П 2 ) under A(4): 73, 92. We have LP=LMIN=2 at the selections (4, 11, 51) . Before these selections there are found 4 generators of A(4), its order, orbits and some stabilizers. At the selections (4,11,51) the case CS3 has been discovered. That's why the selected vertex 51 in SC(П 3 ), П 3 =П(4, 11) becomes a new starting top point: all information about the stabilizer A(4) obtained so far is lost and A(4)=A(4,11)=A(4,11,51)={I}, LP=LMIN=3, XF LMIN =51, |A(XF LMIN )|=1. The next selected vertex in SC(П 3 ) is 7. The numbering П(4, 11, 7) is equivalent to numbering n52. Thus a new generator  5 for A(4,11) and A(4) is found (this is case CS2),  5 = (1,6)(2,52)(3,41)(4)(5,45)(7,51)(8,39)(9)(10,43) (11) A(4,11) )|.|A(4,11,51)|=2*1=2. The next selected vertex in SC(П 3 ) is 9 -the partition П 4 =П(4, 11,9) is not discrete: |A(4, 11,9)|= |A(4, 11)|/Orb(9, A(4, 11))|=2/|{9}|=2/1=2. Then, the next selected vertex in SC(П 4 ) is 46 and П 5 =П (4, 11, 9, 46) is discrete (numbering n53). The numbering n53 is not equivalent to the numbering n52 and |A(4, 11,9,46)|= |A(4, 11,9)|/Orb(46, A(4, 11,9))|=2/|{46,48}|=2/2=1 -this is CS1. The vertex 48 is not selected in SC(П 4 ) since it is similar to the vertex 46 under A (4, 11, 9) . Then, a backward move to L=3 and a selection of the vertex 10 are made. The partition n54 is discrete and not equivalent to any numbering in Table 4 . The sequence of obtaining the partitions for the graph in Fig. 12 (1,3)(2)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(10 α 2 = (8,10) = (n 1 ~ n 3 ); orbits:
Example with all cases
(1,3) (2)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8,10)(9) α 3 = (4,5)(6,7) = (n 1 ~ n 4 ); orbits:
(1,3)(8,10)(4,5)(6,7)(2)(9) (1) B (4, 11) , |A(4,11,10)|= |A(4,11)|/|Orb (10, A(4,11) )|=2/2=1 (the case is CS1). The vertex 43 in SC(П 3 ) is not selected because it's similar to the vertex 10 under A(4, 11). The next selected vertex in SC(П 3 ) is 48-the partition П 4 =П (4, 11, 48) is not discrete, so we do forward move to L=4 and choose vertex 27 in SC(П 4 ). The numbering П 5 =П (4, 11, 48, 27) =n55 is not equivalent to any numbering in B(4,11): |A (4, 11, 48, 27 )|=|A(4,11)|/|Orb(48,A(4, 11))|/Orb(27, A(4,11,48))|=2/|{46,48}|/|{27,32}|=2/2/2=0.5<1. This is case CS3. So, the vertex 27 in SC(П (4, 11, 48) ) becomes a new starting top point: all information about the stabilizer A(4,11) is lost, A(4)=A(4,11)=A(4,11,48)=A (4, 11, 48, 27 )={I}, LP=LMIN=4, XF LMIN =27, |A(XF LMIN )|= |A (4, 11, 48, 27) |=1. We omit the description of the next selections in SC(П 3 )= SC(П (4,11) ). We only mention the occurrence of CS2: the generator  6 = 5 that leads to gen(A(4,11))= { 6 }, |A(4,11)|=2 and the orbits of A(4,11) equal to the cycles of A (4, 11) . After the SC (П(4,11) ) has been traversed a backward move to L=2 follows: LP=LMIN=2, B (4,11)={n52,n52,...,n64},  B(4)={n1,n2,...,n63}) 2,9)(3,46)(4)(5,40)(6,45)(7,41)(8,44)(10) (24)(26)(28 35)(30)(36)(39)(42,43)(47)(48,51)( 50)(52) A(4,13) )={3,46,51,48} under A(4,13) is incorrect, it is united orbit, i.e., the case is CS4. (As we'll see later, the correct orbits are {3,46}{51,48}). Hence, the check for |A(4,13,47,31)| is not necessary. As the case is CS4 we set LP=4 (not changed), LMIN=LP, gen(A(X LMIN-1 )=gen(A(4,13,47))={α 7 }; Orb(A(4,13,47))=cycles of α 7 and | A(4,13,47))|=2 (the least multiple of the cycle lengths of α 7 ). We also set XF LMIN =31 and we start the selection of a new vertex from the current X LP =14 and since it is the last vertex in SC(П 4 ) we make a move back to the level L=3 selecting the vertex 46. We omit the following actions of the algorithm. We only mention the last generators α 8 =(1,5)(2)(3,51)(4)(6,40)(7,46)(8)(9,52)(10,42)(11,47)(12) (13,18) (26, 52) . The orbits of A due to the generators α 8 , α 9 and α 10 are given at the beginning of this section and |A|=|A(4)||Orb(4,A)|=6*2=12. Thus, the output is: |A|=12, Orb(A) and generators α 8 , α 9 and α 10 . ... [24] , n=50, regular bipartite graph, k=105=15*7+35*3, Fig.15.) . The bouquet |B(1)|=168, |SC(П 2 )|=14, each selected cell SC(П 3 ) has size |SC(П 2 )|=12. The search tree is full. 
Coding the partitions and storing the bouquets
We propose new coding of a partition of the graph vertices. The partition code is a number depending on the labels, sizes of the partition cells and the number of the edges between the cells. The coding is used for reducing required storage in the graph isomorphism and automorphism algorithms. The code of a given partition can be computed directly from the partition and the graph representation or from the code of the parent partition and the differences between the partition and its parent partition. In our algorithms a large number of discrete partitions (numberings) of graph vertices are generated and stored. The length of each partition is n (n is the number of the graph vertices). One way of reducing storage requirements is the coding of partitions. To every partition is assigned a code (a number, characteristic value). The codes of two partitions are compared (instead of comparing the corresponding partitions) and if they are equal then the partitions are compared to determine if they form an automorphism. In this case the partitions have to be regenerated using the stored base of the partition (the cardinality p of the base is p<6 for graphs CLASS6, i.e. p is many times less than n) and then applying the IR algorithm. Let consider the storing of the successive derived partitions  0,  1 ,  2 , . . . ,  L obtained from the start partition  0 by applying the IR algorithm successively. This means that the stored information is p+1 numbers (one code and p numbers for regenerating the partition). This way the amount of the stored information is reduced from n to p+1 numbers, where p << n. Or, if we use a polynomial code for the base of the partition then we have to store for the partition 2 numbers -the partition code and the code of the base.
The requirements for the code are:
i) the codes of the equivalent partitions have to be equal;
ii) The splitting ability of the code has to be maximal. This means that the number of not equivalent partitions with equal codes have to be minimal (minimum collisions);
iii) The computation of the code should have minimal number of operations (easy to compute);
We have examined few versions of coding and the code with the best satisfaction of the requirements is the following:  -the adjacency refinement partition of the vertices of graph G(V,E), (x,y)-an edge of the graph, C(x),C(y) -the cells of the vertices x,yV and L(C(x)), L(C(y)) -the labels of the cells C(x),C(y). The label of a cell is the index of the first vertex in the cell representing a partition as an array. Evidently, the time complexity of computing the code by (4.4.1) is T=k=O(n 2 ) multiplications (k-the number of the graph edges) since k= O(n 2 ). The code of  can be computed directly by (4.4.1) or indirectly by the code of the parent partition of . The maximal value of the code Max(Code()) is obtained for a discrete partition  of a complete graph on n vertices (in this case there is an edge between each two vertices) :
Example: Let's consider the graph in Fig.16 and a series of partitions: Table 5 4.5. Correctness of the algorithm We do not formally prove the algorithm correctness by invariants. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the description of the algorithm. If the bouquets of each representative of an orbit in SC(П LP ) are correct and the whole orbit of each selected vertex in SC(П LP ) is traversed then according to Theorem 4 GOO(A(X LP-1 )) and B(A(X LP-1 )) will be determined correctly. The main problem is to guarantee the correctness of the bouquets but this we proved in the description of the cases CS1, CS2, CS3, CS4. The traversal of the whole orbit of each selected vertex in SC(П LP ) is also guaranteed (Fig. 7) .
Algorithm complexity
For determining both complexities (space and time) we will consider the worst-case for the algorithm -a rigid graph when |Aut(G)|=1: there is no non trivial automorphisms, each vertex in each SC is selected (the search tree is complete), the size of bouquets is largest and the number of comparisons of numberings is maximal (see Fig. 15 for example of the search tree of rigid graph). We'll consider connected graphs G with k≤n(n-1)/4. If k≥n(n-1)/4 we use the complement graph as it has the same automorphism group. We'll consider the case when for each level L the sizes of SC(П L ) are equal, i.e., for each selected vertex from SC(П L-1 ) the sizes of SC(П L ) are equal. We call this kind of a tree level-regular tree. All rigid graphs we tested hold this property. Otherwise, we transform the search tree to such a case considering all sizes of 
Space complexity
By definition for the bouquet we have
. Otherwise, we may use the maximal size of the bouquet
and then we obtain . There are no stored numberings in the algorithm PART2.
Time complexity
Let's first consider the time complexity of the basic operations of the algorithm (n, k -the number of graph vertices and edges respectively): 5. The time for te(n) selecting a cell with maximal partitioning ability is te(n)=O(n 2 ) since the maximal length of a partition is n-1, i.e. the pass through all cells of the partition has maximum n-1 steps and for one vertex x in a cell we check for each adjacent vertex of x to define its cell label. The number of these checks is O(n) since the number of adjacent vertices of a vertex is O(n). .log(n)). We simplify the analysis considering only the most time consuming operations. The total time complexity of the algorithm is T(n)=T1(n)+T2(n) where T1(n) is the time of all forward moves (calls of RP) for generating all partitions needed in the algorithm and T2(n) is the time for comparing the numberings. The number of the selected vertices, i.e. the number of forward move operations (denoted NR) is NR=NR1+NR2, respectively for the first (NR1) and for the second (NR2) part of the algorithm. NR1 includes 1 call for starting partition, 1 call for the first selected vertex X ), t.e. exponential time complexity.
(L)=b(L+1).c(L+1), b(LK-2)=c(LK-1).b(LK-1)= c(LK-1)=O(n), b(LK-3)=c(LK-2).b(LK-2)= c(LK-1). c(LK-2)=O(n
2 ), . . . , b(L)=    L LK i i c 2 ) ( =O(n LK-L-1 ) since c(L)=O(n).
 s(L)=c(L).(c(L)-1).b(L)/2+c(L).s(L+1), s(L)=O(n 2 ).O(n LK-L-1 )+O(n).s(L+1)=O(n LK-L+1 )+ O(n).s(L+1), s(LK-1)=O(n 2 )+ O(n).s(LK)= O(n 2 )+ O(n)= O(n 2 ), s(LK-2)=O(n 3 )+ O(n).s(LK-1)= O(n 3 )+ O(n). O(n 2 )= O(n 3 ), s(LK-3)=O(n 4 )+ O(n).s(LK-2)= O(n 4 )+ O(n). O(n
3 )= O(n 4 ), . . . . . , s(L)=O(n LK-L+1 ), s(2)=O(n LK-1
A note on the time complexity of the algorithm for an arbitrary undirected graph
We proved that Algorithm Vsep-e has polynomial time complexity for any graph GClass6. We do not consider here the algorithm called VsepARN1 for determining GOO(G) of any undirected graph, connected or disconnected. It is known [11] that the automorphism group Aut(G) for the graph G whose connected components consist of n 1 copies of G 1 , . . . , n r copies of G r , where G 1 , . . . ,G r are pairwise nonisomorphic, is defined as
, where  is for the direct product of two permutation group and o is for the wreath product of n i copies of a permutation group G i [11] . We'll do some considerations about the time complexity of VsepARN1 when it is applied to a connected graph G  Class6. In this case we take the complement G and find its connected components C 1 , . . . , C i , . . . , C p and for each component C i we find its complement i C and its connected components. This process continues until a state when all connected components of G are in Class6. Then, we apply Vsep-e to each component and the graph isomorphism algorithm called ISOM for each two components C i , C j , j>i. This takes p(p+1)/2 execution of Vsep-e and ISOM in the worst case when each pair are nonisomorphic. We do not describe here the graph isomorphism algorithm ISOM since it is very similar to Vsep-e and has the same time and space complexity. The same operations are performed for an arbitrary undirected graph. Both operations (determining G and connected components of a graph) takes O(n 2 ) steps. Thus, the time complexity of VsepARN1 is polynomial since the number of the new operations needed for GClass6 and the operations themselves are polynomial.
The heuristic algorithms (Vsep-H1, Vsep-h2)
They are based on Theorem 3. For determining whether two vertices x and y are similar two partial bouquets are built for both vertices and then, some automorphisms between the numberings of these bouquets are determined. To determine certainly that x and y are similar one of the bouquets should be full. Consequently, the probability to find at least one automorphism mapping x to y is less than 1 if we use the algorithm with partial bouquets. This makes the algorithms inexact. Instead, less time is needed for bouquets building and less storage is needed for them because of their smaller sizes. We describe two heuristic algorithms (Vsep-H1, Vsep-h2) in this section.
Algorithm Vsep-H1
It has two main steps S1 and S2: S1) Determine the orbits Orb(G, Π) by an heuristic algorithm TABLE ( fig. 18 ) applied with a parameter LB = 1; S2) Use the algorithms PART1, PART2 to determine GOO(G, Π ORB ) of the orbit partition Π ORB found in S1.
TABLE does not guarantee the computation of the exact orbits of GOO(G, Π) and consequently Vsep-H1 is an heuristic algorithm -it does not guarantee the computation of the exact GOO(G, Π). But if the parameters of Vsep-H1 are selected in proper way the probability of the exact computation of GOO(G, Π) is very close to 1.
Algorithm Vsep-h2
In the heuristic algorithm Vsep-h2 (Fig. 17) a highway of partitions for levels (called basic) LB=1, 2, . . . , LК-1 is built. The generators and the orbits of the stabilizer A LB-1 = А(х 1 , (х 2 , . . . ,х LB-1 ) are determined for each basic level LB by the heuristic algorithm TABLE (Fig. 18) . Then, SC(LB) is determined and a vertex from the first minimal orbit of A LB-1 is selected in it and a forward move is made (LB=LB+1). The same is done for the new level LB -it continues until a discrete partition is obtained. Then, the determination of |A| by the orbit-stabilizer Theorem follows: | A LК-1 |=1; |A LB | = | Orb(x LB+1 ,A LB ) | * | A LB+1 | for LB= LК-2, LК-3, . . ., 1, 0; |А|=|A 0 | =|Aut(G)|;
1. The heuristic algorithm TABLE (Fig. 19) starts from a statе where each vertex is in a separate orbit. After that, the algorithm makes a fork for SC(LB), i.e. each vertex is selected, a SFM1 is made and each new numbering is compared with the previous numberings for determining new automorphisms that unite orbits. Each new automorphism that unites orbits for the level LB is stored in separate section for this level. 2. A regular selection tree (RST) is built for each representative of a given number nm1 of minimal orbits from SC(LB), i. e. a forward move is made and in each SC(L), L> LB, a fixed number of vertices is selected and a forward move is made again for each vertex until a discrete partition is obtained which, afterwards, is compared with the previous numberings for determining automorphisms and orbits. If the determined automorphism unites orbits for the level LB then it is stored in separate section for this level as in step S2. Besides, it is checked if the given automorphism unites orbits for lower levels L< LB and in case there is such an union a backward move to the level L is made; 3. The building of RST is performed for the next orbit representative if there was a union of orbits from the RST for the previous orbit representative. If The heuristic algorithm has been tested for the most known 'dificult' graphs of projective planes of different orders (9, 16, 25, 27, 49) with the corresponding number of vertices n=182, 546, 1302, 1514 and 4902. The results of these tests for minimum T min and maximum T max runtime are shown on Table 8 and Fig.19 and 20 in Section 6. These times are many times less than the times of the exact algorithm. These results show that the experimental time complexity is of order O(n 2 ). Even more, the computed by this algorithm orbits and order of the automorphism group on all tested graph are correct -this fact shows that the algorithm is almost exact.
Complexity of Vsep-h2
Again we'll consider the worst-case complexity -a rigid graph when each vertex in each SC is selected and consequently both complexities are the worst. We again consider a search tree as a level-regular tree (see Section 4.6)
Space complexity
At each basic level LB at most the following numberings are generated: (a) n-L+1 for the fork; (b) k1.(n-L+1).b2 LK-L-2 , where k1.(n-L+1) is the number of the selected vertices in SC(L) and b2 LK-L-2 is the number of the numberings of the regular selection tree RST(L). The total number of the generated numberings for all levels L=1, . . . , LK-1 is
, since there are only two members of the formula that depends linearly on n considering LK as a constant. Then, T4=r4.O(n 2 .log(n))=O(n). O(n 2 .log(n))= O(n 3 .log(n)). Thus the total time complexity of the heuristic algorithm is T=T1+T2+T3+T4=O(n 4 )+O(n 5 )+O(n 3 .log(n))+O(n 3 .log(n))= O(n 5 ). This time complexity is overestimated since many important coefficients for the algorithm are not considered. That why the experimental time complexity is less than O(n 5 ). Of course, the time complexity of the heuristic algorithm is less than the time complexity of the exact algorithm.
Time complexity
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Experimental results
In this section we present experiments that compare the performance of our algorithms with Traces ( from nauty2.5r7 [41] ) -one of the most competitive known tool for the worst cases. The most difficult graphs for our algorithms are the graphs with |Aut(G)|=1 or with small |Aut(G)|. It is known that none of the known algorithms outperform others for all graphs. For each algorithm there are difficult and easy graph families. Given graph family maybe easy for one algorithm and very difficult for another. The same is for Vsep and Traces. Even more, for Vsep different cell selectors give different running times -none of the cell selectors outperform others. The chooser of cell selectors does not always choose the optimal cell selector. For each result we show the cell selector for which it is obtained. The experiments were carried out on a laptop Dell, CPU: Intel(R) Core (TM) i5-3317U@ 1.7 GHz, Memory: 8 GB, OS: 64 bit Microsoft Windows 7 Ultimate. For the experiments, we have used all the benchmark graphs of nauty&Traces page [41] , which include a variety of graph families with different characteristics. We show mostly the results for the graphs that are worst cases for either of the compared tools and cell selectors for which they are obtained (only for Vsep). It is evident from table below that Vsep outperforms Traces considerably for the graphs tnn(39)_1014-1 and chh_cc(7-7)_1078-1. On the other side Traces outperforms Vsep considerably for the graphs of projective planes (pp-16-14, 15, 22, pp-25-90, 116) , had-176 and latin-sw-112. There are no essential differences between Vsep and Traces on the other graphs on the table! Traces is slow for the graphs with large order of the automorphism group and large number of generators -my experience show that this is maybe due to the use of Schreier-Sims method. The main disadvantage of Vsep-e is the storing of the whole bouquet of the first selected vertex-millions of words for some graphs. For some of the graph families the heuristic version Vsep-H1 is exact and gives the same running time as the exact one, for others it is many times faster and at correctly chosen parameters gives the correct results. Only some of the worst cases for the exact algorithm Vsep-e are also difficult cases for Vsep-h1 -for example, the graphs had-176 and latin-sw-30-1. The heuristic version Vsep-h2 has also hard cases (the results are not shown in the table) -the graphs for which the maximal selection level LMAX is very large -for example, LMAX ≥ 38 for graphs tnn(7)_181-1 and larger in the family tnn.
Concluding remarks and open problems
Three new algorithms for determining the generators, orbits and order of the graph automorphism group are presented: one exact (Vsep-e) and two heuristic (Vsep-h1, Vsep-h2). A new method for developing algorithms is used in the exact algorithm: if during its execution some of the searched or intermediate variables obtain a wrong value then the algorithm continues from a new start point losing some of the results determined so far (cases CS3, CS4). The new start point is such that the correct results can be obtained. The worst case time complexity of Vsep-e for an arbitrary graph is exponential but for Class6 it is polynomial. The main difference of the exact one and the well-known tools is the storing of the whole bouquet of the first selected vertex in the first level. Seven cell selectors are used in the algorithms and a Table 5 . * n -number of vertices, norb-number of orbits, vsep-e (prgram t5j12c), vsep-e1 (program ef5), cs: cell selector, minval, maxval -minimal and maximal degree of a vertex of the graph, Bouquet size -number of the stored nonequivalent discrete partitions chooser of optimal cell selector is presented. Some of the cell selectors are new, namely CSL-4, CSL-5, CSL-6 and CSL-7. Experimental comparison of the proposed algorithms with the algorithm Traces is made -it shows their worst and best cases. A disadvantage of the algorithm Vsep-e is its higher requirements for memory (for some worst cases several millions of numbers are stored. The worst cases for the algorithm Vsep-e are the graphs with smaller order |Aut(G)|, especially the rigid graphs. The heuristic algorithms Vsep-h1, Vsep-h2 are extremely fast (with some exceptions) compared with the exact one and are almost exact -for all tested thousands graphs they give correct results. Practically, their requirements for memory are very small.
The future work on developing Vsep algorithms will include: a) use of the Schreier-Sims algorithm in some suitable parts of the Vsep algorithms; b) search for a new cell selector that will reduce the size of the search tree; c) search for a new chooser of a cell selector; d) develop a new algorithm that unites the three Vsep algorithms; e) conduct a comparison of Vsep algorithms with other known GAG algorithms.
